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About This Game

Face off against some of the greatest heroes of your age when you are called by the gods to participate in their twelve trials.
Coming from humble origins, and hailing from a tiny farming village, you will have to prove yourself worthy of godhood.

The Twelve Trials is a 160,000 word interactive fantasy novel by Douglas DiCicco, where your choices control the story. It's
entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

 Play as male, female, or non-binary.

 Defeat dragons and other monsters through brawn or wit.

 Romance a giant, a queen, a muse, and many others.

 Lead a revolution in an oppressed island.

 Find hope for starving villagers in a remote colony.

Complete the Twelve Trials, and Become A God!
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a sandbox game of a kind i never played - you walk in a town streaming, farting, gathering likes and donations, slapping other
people. however i could not enter any building, maybe its is the works; i did not find any weapon, though i saw people with
weapons i don't know where they have taken the weapons.
The main reason i was interested in a game was graphics - bright, light - i just loved it!
game costs cheap, i recommend to try it - hope it will grow to something interesting and descent.. I like the Class 68.

The sounds are quite good and the info screens work! The speedometer looks cool and the MK2s are decent. However, the air
brakes are very sensetive. One tiny push and you go straight into emergency! Also, just 1 livery? I know this was released in
2016 but you still had the standard DRS livery.

I recomend this addon. Alexander is a mini-campaign for Rome: Total War that has you controlling Alexander the Great as he
more or less destroys the Persian Empire and anyone else foolish enough to be in the vicinity circa 334 BC. It's an interesting
challenge, and a nice break from the Roman focus of the game up until this point. Enterprising Alexander-likes need to be able
to take on a numerically superior opponent with their own superior tactics and strategy, and a lot of what Alexander actually did
is also applicable here. Hammer-and-anvil tactics, mercilessly slaughtering occupied populations, that sort of pleasant thing. It
also has Brian Blessed, who unfortunately did not actually exist in ancient times.

Alexander's real value however lies in its serving as a base for some of the best RTW mods out there. Europa Barbarorum and
certain versions of Rome Total Realism are two examples of mods that frankly improve the base RTW far beyond Creative
Assembly's initial efforts, as well as they did. That's why some people's Alexander playtime is much higher than it would
otherwise be for the mini-campaign. Recommended for all Total Warriors.. I dislike the fact that each DLC pack is just an
expansion for the Survivor game-mode. Definitely not worth $20.. Never thought I could be more dead inside but, hey, I was
wrong.
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awful game isnt enough to describe this game.Dont buy it. I got barely any hours on it but its amazing. For early access its really
good. Its got pretty decent graphics. The hunting is pretty awesome to. It brings back that western feel and what it was like back
in the day for them. This game also has a lot of work to be done but I think its great for just being released. If you like crafting
and building and having to defend for your self out in the wild then this is for you!!! There are some things that need work for
example the building is not perfect, it has trouble snapping the walls and floors together. Also movement needs some work to
but really this game is pretty awesome and I suggest it for all you people that like to survive. I want to see better body
movements and maybe even 3rd person. Also maybe some tools to level the land. Another part of this game that needs help is
that everytime I build a house I will exit the game to take a break or whatever and then I get back on and part of my house is
missing! Building needs some work!. This game is worth your time. It's very short, about 15 minutes or so, but it tells a really
cool story. It's not the most mind blowing VR experience I've had, but because it was one of the first one I tried, it did blow my
mind at the time. If I had not tried it firrst, and had experienced a bunch of other VR titles before it, I don't think it would have
been anything really special in terms of graphical or environmental experience, but the story still would have been.

For free, this game is worth it. I think the developers are really onto something here, and I can see a full game coming out of
something like this.. Neighbor is stylish, spooky, and very fun! It runs a bit on the short side, but I had more fun spending two
hours playing Neighbor than I would have had watching a movie.. Try it if you want but it does not worth it
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